Abstract-The benefits of new transmission investment significantly depend on deployment patterns of renewable electricity generation that are characterized by severe uncertainty. In this context, this paper presents a novel methodology to solve the transmission expansion planning problem under generation expansion uncertainty in a min-max regret fashion, when considering flexible network options and n − 1 security criterion. To do so, we propose a five-level mixed integer linear programming (MILP) based model that comprises: (i) the optimal network investment plan (including phase shifters), (ii) the realization of generation expansion, (iii) the co-optimization of energy and reserves given transmission and generation expansions, (iv) the realization of system outages, and (v) the decision on optimal post-contingency corrective control. In order to solve the five-level model, we present a cutting plane algorithm that ultimately identifies the optimal min-max regret flexible transmission plan in a finite number of steps. The numerical studies carried out demonstrate: (a) the significant benefits associated with flexible network investment options to hedge transmission expansion plans against generation expansion uncertainty and system outages, (b) strategic planning-under-uncertainty uncovers the full benefit of flexible options which may remain undetected under deterministic, perfect information methods, and (c) the computational scalability of the proposed approach. Index Terms-Multi-level optimization, network security, power systems economics, transmission expansion planing under uncertainty.
NOMENCLATURE
The mathematical symbols used throughout this paper are classified below as follows.
Functions

I(·)
Investment cost function.
MaxReg(·) Maximum regret function.
Sets
I
Set of indexes of all generators, equal to I c ∪ I w .
I b
Set of indexes of generators connected to bus b.
I c
Set of indexes of conventional power plants. Reserve-up cost of generator i. D bt Demand at bus b, during snapshot t. d t Number of hours of snapshot t. 
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to(l) Receiving or destination bus of line l. W its Available capacity of renewable generator i at snapshot t in scenario s. x l
Reactance of line l.
Decision Variables Δ t
System power imbalance at snapshot t under the worstcase contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. ΔD
w c t
System power imbalance at snapshot t under the worstcase contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. ΔD + bt Power surplus at bus b, at snapshot t. ΔD
− bt
Power deficit at bus b, at snapshot t. θ bt Phase angle at bus b, at snapshot t, in the precontingency state. θ w c bt Phase angle at bus b, at snapshot t, under the worstcase contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. ψ lt Phase-shifting angle in line l, at snapshot t, in the precontingency state. ψ w c lt Phase-shifting angle in line l, at snapshot t, under the worst-case contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. a
G it
Binary variable that is equal to 0 if generator i is unavailable at snapshot t under the worst-case contingency, given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves, being 1 otherwise. a L lt Binary variable that is equal to 0 if line l is unavailable at snapshot t under the worst-case contingency, given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves, being 1 otherwise. f lt Power flow of line l, at snapshot t, in the precontingency state. f C l
Power flow capacity of candidate line l. f w c lt
Power flow of line l, at snapshot t, under the worstcase contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. p it Power output of generator i, at snapshot t, in the precontingency state. p
w c it
Power output of generator i, at snapshot t, under the worst-case contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. 
Down-spinning reserve provided by generator i, at snapshot t. r u it
Up-spinning reserve provided by generator i, at snapshot t.
v l
Binary variable that is equal to 1 if candidate transmission asset l is installed, being 0 otherwise.
Dual Variables β bt
Dual variable associated with the power balance equation at bus b, at snapshot t, under the worst-case contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. γ Dual variables associated with the lower-and upperbound constraints relating power flow and phase angles for candidate line l, at snapshot t, under the worst-case contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves. φ Dual variable associated with the equation relating power flow and phase angles for existing line l, at snapshot t, under the worst-case contingency given a transmission expansion plan, a generation expansion realization, and a scheduling of power and reserves.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSMISSION expansion plays a key role in integrating growing volumes of renewable energy sources (RES) and thus in decarbonizing power systems. Planning new transmission assets to integrate RES, however, has become increasingly difficult due to mid-and long-term uncertainties associated with the amount and location of deployment of renewable generation [1] - [3] . Additionally, network design has to be secured [4] , [5] which refers to the need to withstand outages of components through an efficient portfolio of preventive and corrective actions. As a consequence, there is growing interest in system models that can inform future transmission network planning in order to accommodate the forthcoming renewable generation (that is uncertain) in an economically efficient and secured fashion. In this context, this paper proposes a novel optimization model for transmission expansion planning (TEP) based on the concept of min-max regret [6] that considers uncertainties associated with future generation expansion while taking into account deterministic security standards.
It is well-known that the TEP problem is a complex task. In the technical literature, a great deal of effort has been devoted to deal with various aspects related to this problem [7] , [8] . Within this context, multi-level formulations have been proposed to address expansions of network infrastructures. Works [9] - [11] are some of the relevant examples of bilevel approaches for TEP. In [9] , a bilevel approach was proposed to minimize costs associated with the transmission expansion plan while facilitating trades in the electricity market. In [10] , the framework presented in [9] was extended by the inclusion of security constraints. In [11] , the authors used a bilevel framework to model the efficiency benefit (benefit of accessing lower cost distant generation) and the competition benefit (benefit of improving competition among generators) associated with additional transmission capacity. In addition, trilevel models such as [12] - [14] were also presented to tackle the TEP problem. In [12] , a trilevel model was developed to determine the transmission expansion plan while considering the equilibria associated with generation expansion and pool-based market clearing. In [13] , a trilevel formulation was proposed to address the TEP problem under uncertainty in demand and in available generation capacity of existing generating units. In [14] , the TEP problem was tackled under uncertainty in future generation investments without considering security standards. In this paper, we aim to provide a methodology that determines the transmission expansion plan that minimizes the maximum regret of the planner under generation expansion uncertainty while securing operation. Due to the challenges associated with this objective, we move beyond the current literature and present in this paper a novel 5-level optimization model for the TEP problem.
Recent works have addressed transmission expansion planning to comply with reliability standards [4] , [5] . In [4] , a trilevel model to plan transmission investments under uncertain demand and wind generation is proposed. In order to tackle the problem of expanding transmission infrastructure while complying with deterministic n − K security criterion, [5] proposed a two-stage robust optimization model to consider all possible generation and transmission contingencies in the transmission expansion planning framework. Despite the relevance of the aforementioned works, they did not consider opportunities for investment in flexible alternating current transmission system (FACTS) devices, which can improve the flexibility of the transmission network to deal with uncertainty and also support delivery of system security requirements at efficient cost.
In effect, the role of FACTS devices has received considerable attention in recent literature [15] - [19] . In [15] , the DC optimal power flow (DC-OPF) problem is formulated as a non-linear model, which is then recast as a MILP, effectively representing the role of FACTS in providing flexibility and hence reducing operating costs. In [16] , an approach for deciding day-ahead dispatch that considers FACTS devices to facilitate corrective actions is proposed. In [17] , the authors provide an assessment of the benefits of flexible DC and AC transmission assets when considering post-contingency control of FACTS setpoints. On the transmission planning side, [18] presents a MILP model to address the TEP problem considering series compensation devices among the candidate transmission assets without imposing security criteria. In [19] , a stochastic TEP model is proposed to assess the value of incorporating flexible assets to the grid. The importance of the aforementioned progresses notwithstanding, determining optimal portfolios of conventional and flexible network investments while optimizing pre-and post-fault operational measures (from generation and network components) to efficiently and securely deal with long-term uncertainties (volume and location of future generation) and system failures has not yet been addressed.
Under a contingency state, besides deciding the set of postcontingency corrective actions, system operators must also ensure deliverability of scheduled reserves in order to match supply and demand post-fault without overloading network infrastructure. In some conditions, however, it may be difficult to guarantee deliverability of reserves while respecting Kirchhoff's laws due to the presence of network loop flows as shown in [20] . In this case, the flexibility provided by FACTS devices may play a fundamental role, offering the necessary leeway to ensure supply-demand balance while complying with network constraints following the occurrence of an outage of any generation plant or transmission circuit. Thus, this paper analyses the possibility of investing in phase shifters alongside transmission lines to reinforce the grid.
The value of the notion of regret as an approach to measure risk in decision making under uncertainty has already been recognized in the classical academic literature [21] , [22] . In the context of expansion planning models for power systems, approaches based on the minimization of the maximum regret have been proposed in the nineties [23] for generation expansion planning and recently for transmission expansion planning [2] , [24] . In addition, in industry, the min-max regret has also been already accepted as the most appropriate metric for transmission expansion planning by the major player of the power sector in the UK, namely National Grid [25] , [26] . Despite the relevance of the aforementioned academic works, they do not consider all the features that are simultaneously included in our proposed methodology. These features are: (i) the determination of the transmission expansion plan that minimizes the regret of the system planner under uncertainty in future generation expansion; (ii) the inclusion of deterministic security criterion (n − K) to better characterize the operational side while planning the transmission expansion; (iii) the incorporation of flexible devices among the candidate transmission assets to provide better controllability of the transmission grid; (iv) and the consideration of the balance between scheduling spinning reserves and investing in transmission assets.The simultaneous inclusion of all the aforementioned features in a single methodology is a key factor that allows in the planning stage the consideration of the value of investing in transmission assets that increase operational flexibility. The benefit of considering these features in the transmission expansion problem notwithstanding, it implies significant challenges mostly due to computational burden since the number of constraints to represent them may render the problem intractable. To circumvent these challenges, in this paper, we propose a five-level formulation for the TEP problem considering features (i) to (iv), which precisely reproduce the decision process hierarchy faced by the decision maker, and a solution methodology based on a decomposition scheme capable to provide near-optimal solutions with moderate computational effort.
Regarding the min-max regret approach utilized by National Grid, it should be noted that such approach is a heuristic process that cannot guarantee optimality. As described in [26] , National Grid considers only a few candidate transmission plans. Each of these plans is obtained by selecting an individual scenario of generation expansion and identifying the best transmission expansion plan for this particular scenario under perfect information. Then, the regret of using the best solution of one particular scenario is evaluated under the realization of the other scenarios. This process is repeated for each candidate transmission plan (there is one candidate transmission plan per scenario under perfect information). The preferred option is then chosen in [26] as the option that leads to the minimum maximum regret. This approach may be narrow in scope since it may disregard investments that have potential to minimize the maximum regret but do not appear in any of the solutions under perfect information. The need for considering in the planning model many operational details, which significantly affect the investment plan and therefore need to be considered, imposes computational challenges that justify the use of a heuristic process. However, this choice also imposes sub-optimality. Hence, we propose a methodology that truly minimizes the maximum regret by considering all possible transmission plans (i.e., all possible combinations of candidate transmission assets) to minimize the maximum regret in our proposed optimization model while considering relevant details from the operational side that affect the evaluation of the resulting operational cost.
The concept of minimizing the maximum regret in the TEP problem under uncertainty in future generation capacity has already been addressed in [2] , which also provides a comprehensive comparison between min-max cost and min-max regret approaches.
Likewise, the methodology proposed in the present work also considers the TEP problem under uncertainty in future generation capacity. However, this paper is different to [2] in four remarkable aspects. Firstly, unlike [2] , we consider industry reliability practices and model deterministic n − 1 security criterion, i.e., the resulting transmission plan effectively provides system operators with necessary set of preventive and corrective actions to withstand any credible outage while planning the system dispatch. Secondly, flexible network investment is considered through phase shifters that are included in the array of candidate transmission assets, and this is critical to efficiently deal with contingencies and long-term uncertainty in volume and location of RES. Thirdly, the scheduling of spinning reserves is taken into account so that the trade-off between operational measures (scheduling reserves) and installing new transmission assets can be truly optimized. Finally, instead of considering continuous intervals of future newly added capacity, our proposition accounts for a set of discrete, credible expansion scenarios. 1 Regarding the discrete set of generation expansion scenarios, it is worth mentioning that we do not claim that this proposed approach to represent the uncertainty in generation expansion is more (or less) appropriate than that proposed in [2] . Instead, we argue that our approach constitutes an interesting alternative that is in line with current industry practices. Moreover, it is important to highlight that the consideration of security criteria in the min-max regret model implies significant changes in the modeling structure as compared to [2] , regardless of the scenarios considered for generation expansion. Hence, the 5-level optimization model and the solution algorithm proposed in this paper are required to deal with the improvements carried out.
Hence, the main contributions of this paper are: 1) A novel 5-level MILP formulation that represents the min-max regret TEP problem under generation expansion uncertainty while imposing n − 1 security criterion. It is worth mentioning that the proposed model is sufficiently general to consider n − K security, however, in this work, we focus on n − 1 security. The solution for the proposed model determines optimal portfolios of conventional and flexible network investments (e.g., phase shifters) while optimizing pre-and post-fault operational measures (from both generation and phase shifters) to efficiently and securely deal with long-term uncertainties (volume and location of future generation deployment) and system failures. It should be emphasized that in the literature all the aforementioned features have not been addressed yet in the same model. 2) A solution method that effectively determines the global optimal solution of the proposed 5-level model in a finite number of iterations. This solution method is based on Benders decomposition to obtain the optimal transmission expansion plan and on column and constraint generation to impose a deterministic security criterion. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the 5-level framework proposed; Section III shows the mathematical formulation; and Section IV describes the proposed solution methodology. In Section V, we present the case studies and finally, in Section VI, we conclude.
II. 5-LEVEL FRAMEWORK
As discussed in [27] , the time required to install new renewable generation can be considerably shorter than that required to build new network infrastructure. As a result, network planners may have to take transmission expansion decisions in advance of generation investments (and therefore under uncertainty). In this context, the proposed framework minimizes exposure to the two following conditions that may lead to increased regret: (i) cost of stranded network assets in case that future generation is not fully deployed, and (ii) increased congestion and renewable resource curtailment costs in case that new RES is deployed without the adequate network investment. In order to minimize the exposure to these regrets, the proposed framework explicitly considers the uncertainty associated with future generation expansion in terms of amount and location. Additionally, our framework plans secured network infrastructure since it considers all credible (n − 1) outages and contingencies of system components. Hence, we propose a methodology to minimize the maximum regret in the TEP problem while securing network operation. In order to do so, this methodology determines an optimal portfolio of conventional and flexible network investments. The determination of this portfolio takes into account the optimization of pre-and post-fault operational measures (from generation and network assets, e.g., reserves and phase shifters). In this manner, we can efficiently and securely deal with long term uncertainties (capacity and location of future generation) while meeting system security criteria. Flexible network investments are modeled since they can support integration of RES by alleviating network congestion pre-and post-fault and therefore reducing the need for new transmission lines. Fig. 1 illustrates the five-level structure of the proposed methodology. In the first level, the min-max regret transmission plan is determined. In the second level, generation expansion realizes. In the third level, the pre-contingency schedule of power and reserves is determined considering the previously obtained transmission plan and the realized generation expansion (from first and second level). In the fourth level, any single outage or contingency realizes. Finally, in the fifth level the post-contingency schedule is determined.
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The methodology proposed in this paper aims to determine the transmission expansion plan (comprising conventional and flexible transmission assets) under generation expansion uncertainty while imposing deterministic security criterion. This objective is itself challenging since it involves the solution of a highly combinatorial problem. Hence, the representation of this problem in a single level formulation can become computationally intractable even for a system with a relatively small number of nodes. Therefore we present in this section a model decomposed in five levels in order to achieve our objectives with moderate computational effort.
The minimization of the maximum regret in the TEP problem under generation expansion uncertainty can be written as:
subject to:
where
In (1)- (2), the objective function to be minimized (1) is the maximum regret among all scenarios of future generation capacity. In our case, each scenario corresponds to a potential generation expansion plan, represented by vector g ts , which captures the possible evolution pathways of RES capacity in the future. The total cost of each scenario represents the sum of investment and operation costs across all the operating conditions (or snapshots) that belong to set T , where duration of each snapshot d t is specified (i.e., number of hours). The investment cost is given by I(v, f C ), where v is a vector of binary investment decision variables associated with new lines and phase shifters, and vector f C comprises the continuous decision variables associated with the capacity of new transmission lines. Similarly to [28] and [29] , we represent the capacities of candidate lines as continuous decision variables. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that, with very slight modification in the input data, our proposed methodology can also replicate the binary approach undertaken for transmission investment as in [2] - [5] , [13] , and [14] , to mention a few. More specifically, in X, the user can limit the value of each of these continuous decision variables related to capacity through adequate upper and lower capacity bounds which will be multiplied by the binary decision variable associated with line investment. In this manner, if the binary variable associated with a candidate line investment results equal to one (i.e., if the line is built), the capacity of this line will be equal to the bounded predefined value set in X, following exactly the binary approach undertaken in [2] - [5] , [13] , and [14] . Hence, by choosing appropriate values of lower and upper bounds for line capacity, the user is able to decide whether newly built lines can have a single, fixed specific predefined capacity value or one that can be optimized within a range as a continuous decision variable. Sets L P S and L C refer to indexes of existing lines that are candidates for placement of phase shifters and new trans-mission lines, respectively. The operation cost, c op (p, r), is a function of the vectors p and r, which represent the power and spinning reserves scheduled, respectively across all possible operating points P v, f C , g ts . The regret of a scenario is defined as the difference between (i) the cost (investment and operation) incurred in the decision obtained under uncertainty and (ii) the cost of the decision obtained under that particular scenario when assuming perfect information (i.e., full certainty about evolution of future generation capacity), given by c * s . Note that the n − 1 security criterion is enforced for both cases, namely uncertain future and perfect information. Hence, the maximum regret is the largest regret value among all considered scenarios, as defined in (2) . It is important to highlight that the scenario that would lead to the maximum regret is not defined a priori, being decision-dependent and thus a result of the optimization.
Expression (2) can be rewritten as:
As discussed in [30] and [31] , trilevel models are the most efficient manner to represent scheduling under security criteria. Following the findings of [31] , the inner problem shown in (3) that schedules generation power outputs and reserves can be written as:
subject to: (24) subject to:
Formulation (4)- (33) The objective function (4) of the upper-level formulation includes costs of wind spillage, generation, up-and down-spinning reserves as well as the system power imbalance cost. Constraints (5) refer to the nodal power balance. In a DC load flow fashion, constraints (6), (7), and (8) represent power transfers through existing lines, existing lines that are candidate to have a phaseshifter installed, and candidate lines to be built, respectively. Constraints (9) limit the control actions of phase shifters. Constraints (10) and (11) limit power transfers through existing and candidate lines, respectively. Similarly, capacities associated with generating units are enforced by (12) on existing units and by (13) on coming units under a given generation expansion scenario s. Limits to up-and down-spinning reserves are modeled by constraints (14)- (19) .
The middle-level problem (20)- (23) finds the maximum system power imbalance associated with the pre-contingency schedule obtained by the upper-level. This is undertaken by optimizing vectors a 
IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
The formulation shown through (1) and (3) corresponds to a MILP with five levels, where the first-level problem determines the transmission expansion plan, the second level problem identifies the scenario associated with the maximum regret, and the inner trilevel optimization model determines the system operation and its corresponding costs under each scenario of future installed generation capacity. In this section, we propose a procedure that iteratively identifies (for each snapshot of each scenario of generation expansion) the umbrella set of contingencies [32] and recasts the inner trilevel formulation (that determines system operation in each snapshot) to a linear program which is convex with respect to the main first-level decision. Due to the aforementioned convexity property, the operation cost can be approximated via cutting planes in a Benders-type outer algorithm. Next, we present in detail the proposed solution methodology.
A. Obtaining Operation Costs
Once a transmission expansion plan (defined by the vectors v (j ) and f C (j ) ) is proposed in iteration j of the outer algorithm, power and reserves in each period t ∈ T and s ∈ Ω are scheduled in order to obtain C O (j ) ts , ∀t ∈ T, s ∈ Ω, i.e., the trilevel formulation (4)-(33) must be solved for all snapshots and scenarios. Hence we propose to solve the problem (4)-(33) through the solution methodology presented in [31] , which presents the two following steps. Firstly, we develop a MILP associated with the middle-and lower-level operation models, hereinafter referred to as the oracle, to identify the worst-case contingency for a given set of power outputs and reserves scheduled. To do so, we replace the middle-level objective function by the dual representation of the lower-level objective function subject to the middle-level constraints and dual representation of the lowerlevel constraints, while linearizing some bilinear products. The formulation of the oracle is provided in the Appendix. Secondly, we formulate the following operation master problem. (34) subject to: 
The formulation (34)- (45) is a relaxation of (4)- (33) since it only comprises a subset of the contingency set associated with the security criterion imposed in (21) . Nevertheless, (34)- (45) and (4)- (33) provide equivalent results of operation cost as well as power and reserves schedule when C (j ) includes the umbrella contingency set, which is the set with the smallest number of contingencies capable to preserve the feasible region.
As depicted in Fig. 2 , in the first iteration of the algorithm to obtain the operation cost, we solve model (34)-(35) since the set of contingencies C (j ) begins empty. Once the worst-contingency for the proposed schedule of power and reserves is identified, a convergence test is performed. If convergence is not achieved, the contingency c identified is included in C (j ) . Therefore, in the next iteration of the algorithm to obtain the operation cost, new variables ΔD (36) 
B. Obtaining Transmission Expansion Plan
The formulation (34)- (45) is a convex function of the transmission expansion plan which can be approximated via cutting planes at each iteration j. Hence we propose a Benders-type solution algorithm that iteratively calculates lower and upper bounds for the minimum maximum regret and finitely converges to the optimal solution.
A lower bound can be calculated for the minimum maximum regret at iteration j by solving the following model:
where the objective function (46) is identical to (1), constraints (47) correspond to (3) where δ ts is the approximation of the operation costs per snapshot and scenario via cutting planes shown in (48) in terms of the dual variables obtained from (34)-(45). Finally, constraints (49) ensure that δ ts is non-negative. On the other hand, an upper bound to the minimum maximum regret can be obtained as follows:
(50) The steps of the proposed solution algorithm, as depicted in Fig. 3 , can be summarized as follows: 1) Initialization: Set the iteration counter: j ← 0.
2) Solve the optimization model defined by (46), (47), and (49), store v (j ) , f C (j ) , and LB Reg (j ) .
3) Obtain C O (j ) ts ∀t ∈ T, s ∈ Ω by running the procedure described in Section IV-A. Calculate UB Reg (j ) through (50) and store it.
Reg , then STOP and return the transmission plan; else, CONTINUE. 5) Update the iteration counter: j ← j + 1. 6) Solve the optimization model defined by (46)-(49), store v (j ) , f C (j ) , and LB Reg (j ) . Go to step 3. It should be emphasized that not only the so-called worst contingency is comprised but all credible contingencies (in the case of n − 1 security, all single outages) are taken into account. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , once a transmission plan is proposed by the master problem, the operation cost under each scenario of generation expansion is evaluated in order to compute the upper bound for the maximum regret. This operation cost, as customary in power systems operation, comprises the cost to provide security of supply under contingencies of system elements. In order to efficiently comprise these contingencies, instead of explicitly and exhaustively representing all of them by means of constraints in the operation problem, we just represent a subset of contingencies that includes the umbrella set of contingencies (which is the set of contingencies that needs to have null imbalance imposed so that all the other considered contingencies will also lead to null imbalance). This subset of contingencies is built by identifying the worst-case contingency for each proposed power and reserves dispatch at each iteration of the algorithm that minimizes the operation cost (see Fig. 2 ).
Clearly, each dispatch may have a different worst-case contingency. Within this framework, since the goal at this point is to identify the least expensive dispatch and system power imbalance is highly penalized, the system power imbalance will be minimized as much as possible. If it is not possible to avoid system power imbalance for a particular scenario, the operation cost of such scenario will be very high as well as its corresponding regret. Therefore, in the next iteration of the algorithm that determines the expansion plan, given the additional dual information, the master problem will naturally select a transmission plan that provides the system with necessary leeway to circumvent the system power imbalance recognized in the previous iteration. Finally, deliverability of reserves is guaranteed since post-contingency constraints are imposed in the fifth level of the formulation.
V. CASE STUDIES
In this section, the key objectives of the studies carried out are: (i) validate the model, (ii) analyze the results and the main features of transmission plans against various sources of uncertainty, and finally (iii) examine the computational performance and scalability of the proposed solution algorithm. In order to achieve this, we use a tailor-made 6-bus system and the standard IEEE 118-bus system whose data can be found in [33] . In the presented case studies, we use a linear investment cost function of the form
and C
C ap l
are annual fixed investment cost to install a candidate transmission asset l and annual investment cost of transmission capacity of a candidate transmission line l, respectively. The proposed methodology has been implemented in a computer with two Intel Xeon E5-2697 v2 processors (2.7 GHz) and 512 GB of RAM, using Xpress-MP 7.8 [34] .
A. 6-Bus System
As shown in Fig. 4 , this system is composed of four existing buses and two potential new buses where wind generation might be connected in the future. In addition, there are three existing lines and six candidate lines. We also consider two candidate phase shifters (in lines L2 and L3) that can be installed to provide flexibility to network investment options and thus deal with uncertainty from generation expansion and outages more efficiently. To analyze the effects of security of supply, we obtain transmission expansion plans with and without n − 1 security criterion. We also study the savings achieved when phase shifters are applied. In addition, we compare the min-max regret solution against plans that assume perfect information about future generation installed capacity. For this case study, we have set convergence tolerance parameters O p and Reg equal to 10 −3 . The branch and bound relative gap to solve MILP problems at each iteration was set equal to 10 −4 . For the case without security criterion, 12 iterations of the algorithm (illustrated in Fig. 3 ) were required. In each iteration (except the last one when convergence is achieved) the number of cutting Fig. 4 . Generation, network, and demand data of 6-Bus system, where continuous lines refer to existing infrastructure and dashed lines refer to candidate infrastructure. Normal brackets refer to generation and network capacities and peak demand conditions, while square brackets refer to reactances. planes added to the transmission investment master problem is equal to the number of snapshots multiplied by the number of scenarios. Therefore, 132 cutting planes were included in the block of constraints (48) in this case. For the case with n − 1 security criterion and with candidate phase shifters, 21 iterations were needed. Consequently, 240 cutting planes were added to the master in this case. Finally, for the case with n − 1 security criterion and without candidate phase shifters, 26 iterations were required, resulting in the inclusion of 300 cutting planes.
There are four scenarios (S1, S2, S3, and S4) under consideration to represent uncertainty in future wind generation capacity. In S1, no generator is built/realized. In S2, generator G5 is built. In S3, generator G6 is built. Finally, in S4, generation expansion includes realization of both G5 and G6. Each scenario consists of three snapshots (each of 2920 hours) which represent combinations of demand and wind power outputs that may occur during a year. Table I presents the cost associated with the solution under perfect information and the regret associated with the min-max regret (MMR) solution in each scenario, which is obtained when facing uncertainty in the forthcoming generation expansion. In addition, Table II displays expansion plans (i) without security criterion, (ii) with n − 1 security criterion and no candidate phase shifters, and (iii) with both n − 1 criterion and candidate phase shifters. We can observe that, when the security requirement is imposed, more transmission assets are built. In addition, note that, when the n − 1 security criterion is imposed, expansion plans are more prone to install phase shifters (see L3 in S1 and S2) and this is exacerbated in the min-max regret solution under uncertainty when two phase shifters are installed. This demonstrates that increased levels of flexibility are needed to deal with high levels of uncertainty. Furthermore, holding levels of spinning reserves needed to deal with security provision against single outages is reduced in the case where phase shifters are installed. On the contrary, preventing installation of flexible devices drives more transmission redundancy for the provision of security, increasing investment costs. Therefore, overall costs (investment plus operation) and regrets can be reduced by allowing investments in phase shifters that can efficiently provide flexibility to deal with short-and long-term uncertainties. Table III shows a comparison between the proposed methodology and a heuristic procedure typically applied in the power industry. This heuristic method identifies the transmission plan that minimizes the maximum regret among the investment options found under perfect information [26] , [35] . As Table III shows, both costs and regrets associated with this method are significantly larger than those obtained by the proposed model, since the latter appropriately captures the uncertainties under consideration when determining the transmission investment. Clearly, when uncertainty is formally considered, a different solution to any of those obtained under perfect information may emerge. This demonstrates that flexible investment solutions against uncertainty include investment options that are not possible to observe in the solutions obtained under perfect information, which ultimately underestimate the value of flexibility and robustness. In contrast, investment options determined by the min-max regret problem adequately value flexibility levels that are needed to hedge against various potential future scenarios of generation expansion and outages. Hence it is important to recognize that current planning approaches adopted in the power industry may neglect network investments that are only valuable to deal with uncertainty and may underestimate the value of technologies such as FACTS to efficiently provide flexibility and robustness to transmission plans and this is critical in the light of increasing uncertainty levels that characterize future generation deployments.
B. IEEE 118-Bus System
This case study illustrates the scalability of the proposed methodology to a larger network based on the IEEE 118-Bus System, which comprises 118 buses, 181 existing transmission lines, 23 candidate transmission assets (7 candidate phase shifters and 16 candidate lines), 54 conventional generators, and 4 potential new renewable units to be located in buses 101, 109, 113, and 115. We consider 7 scenarios of future generation capacity expansion. S1, S2, S3, and S4 involve the construc- Fig. 3 ) was achieved in 9 iterations. Therefore, 168 cutting planes were included in the transmission investment master. For the case with n − 1 security criterion, 45 iterations were required. Consequently, 924 cutting planes were added to the master in this case.
Tables IV, V, and VI present the results that demonstrate the need for further transmission assets to provide security of supply and the need for further investment options to deal with uncertainty (which are not revealed in the solutions under perfect information). For the sake of comparison, we developed an equivalent single-level MILP that explicitly enumerates all scenarios and contingencies to obtain the same min-max regret solutions reported in Table V . Although this model could be used to obtain investment plans without security criterion, no feasible solution was found (after a week) when n − 1 criterion is imposed. The proposed methodology, instead, can effectively find the min-max regret solution under n − 1 criterion for all tested cases as reported in Table VI. Finally, we performed an out of sample contingency analysis in order to compare the performance of the solutions with and without security criterion (n − 1). This comparison is in terms of reliability. Thus, we generated via Monte Carlo simulation 10,000 contingency states for each snapshot of each possible scenario of future generation capacity. Each contingency state was generated by simulating independent Bernoulli trials for the availability of each line and generator state (1 for available and 0 for unavailable state). As in [36] , we set to 0.1% and 1% the probability of outage for lines and generators, respectively. For each simulated contingency state, we assessed the system imbalance for (i) the min-max regret transmission plan that was obtained without imposing security criterion and for (ii) the minmax regret transmission plan that was obtained while imposing the n − 1 security criterion. Tables VII and VIII summarize the results of this experiment. As can be seen from these results, by considering a security criterion while planning the system expansion, we are able to dramatically decrease levels of probability of system imbalance, expected value of system imbalance, and CVaR (with 95% confidence) of system imbalance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a novel methodology to determine optimal transmission expansion plans through a min-max regret approach. A 5-level model is formulated to determine the transmission plan that leads to the minimum maximum regret under uncertainty in future generation expansion. The proposed formulation also considers occurrence of system outages, securing operation through a deterministic n − 1 criterion. Candidate infrastructure includes flexible and conventional transmission assets and hence the model can determine optimal portfolios of phase shifters and transmission lines to deal with both long-and short-term uncertainties. To solve the optimization problem, we developed an algorithm based on column and constraint generation and Benders decomposition techniques to determine the optimal solution of the proposed 5-level model in a finite number of iterations.
Numerical studies demonstrated that the value of flexible network technologies increases with explicit recognition of uncertainty, and that flexible network portfolios can effectively reduce the regret of investment decisions and improve economic efficiency and security of supply provision. Furthermore, we also demonstrated that there are specific investment decisions which are revealed only when uncertainty is explicitly modeled and that flexible transmission investment options may remain unseen when network infrastructure is planned through considering deterministic scenarios.
As customary in TEP models, we simplified the power flow by adopting a DC load fashion. Further research will consider including AC transmission constraints in our proposed framework as well as inter-temporal connection between the snapshots of operation.
Finally, we have used a discrete set of scenarios to represent generation expansion uncertainty following industry practices. It is a plausible and reasonable alternative for this kind of uncertainty since it provides industry players, regulators, planners and further stakeholders with the possibility to express their views about uncertainty in generation expansion. This uncertainty is mainly driven by generation companies' investment decisions and thereby significantly affected by policy, political and further macroeconomic conditions that are difficult to model in a real context. Our proposed methodology is therefore highly dependent on the quality of the provided scenarios, which require significant time and effort to be generated since they must properly characterize the set of economic and political structures of possible futures. In addition, we recognize that it would be interesting to consider, within the proposed framework, stress-test scenarios as those generated by the combinations of up/down deviations within a constrained uncertainty budget. This consideration can open up interesting opportunities for future research.
APPENDIX
The oracle mentioned in Section IV-A is formulated as follows: 
Formulation (51)- (62) is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem. Following well-known algebra results [37] , the bilinear product a Once such linearizations are performed, the oracle is recast into a MILP problem.
Regarding the big-M values used in the aforementioned linearizations, it is worth mentioning that, as discussed in [31] , if any of constraints (26)- (28) and (30) 
